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Nagasaki Youth Delegation
NYD was started up in 2013
NAGASAKI YOUTH DELEGATION
6th 2017~2018
Previous activities

- Participated in NPT conferences
- Had conversations with delegates
- Discussed with students
- Exchanging views with students
- Delivering the lectures at school
ACTIVITIES OF 6TH

➢ Learn NPT statements
➢ Study current nuclear issues
➢ Study the effects of nuclear weapons used in Nagasaki and Hiroshima in 1945

Visiting the international organizations
VIDEO

• April 24, 2018, 6pm~
• In NGO room

• A short film (3~5min)
• A voice from the young people in Nagasaki
• To make an opportunity on considering nuclear issues.
NGO ROOM
➤ April 27.2018 3pm
➤ Theme: Inheritance
➤ Title: We are “HERE”
➤ Important thing to think about nukes
AFTER NPT CONFERENCE

- Share experiences
  ✓ Make videos
  ✓ Organize report sessions
  ✓ Communicate with other students

- Keep doing
  ✓ Peace Caravan
  ✓ Model United Nation
  ✓ Create a course book of Peace Education
GOALS

➤ Increase the communication with foreign country
➤ Establish wide networking
➤ Try our best for 「Inheritance」
➤ Play a role in establishing the Nuclear free world.
THANK YOU FOR LISTENING!!